§ 644.493 Release of restrictions on chapels sold.
Where the purchaser fails to maintain and use the chapel in accordance with the conditions of sale, or the purchaser requests release of the conditions, the facts will be reported to DAEN-REM with appropriate recommendations. DAEN-REM may release the purchaser from the conditions of sale without payment of a monetary consideration upon a determination that the property no longer serves the purpose for which it was sold, or that such release will not prevent accomplishment of the purpose for which the property was sold.

§ 644.494 Donation, abandonment or destruction.
(a) General. Improvements may be abandoned, destroyed or donated to a public body, upon a finding in writing by the DE (but in no event shall such finding be made by the official directly accountable for the property) that the property has no commercial value or that the estimated cost of its continued care and handling would exceed the estimated proceeds from its sale, or that abandonment or destruction is required by military necessity, or by considerations of health, safety or security.
(b) Finding of Fact. The finding will be prepared as a separate document headed: Finding of Fact for ___________. The finding will be sufficiently complete within itself to justify the decision to donate, abandon, or destroy the property proposed, without outside reference. It will be drafted to provide, where the finding is made by the District Engineer, for approval by the Division Engineer. Finding of fact concerning property which had an original cost in excess of $500,000 requires the approval of DAEN-REM. A copy of each such finding, so approved, will be forwarded by the DE to the regional office of GSA.

§ 644.495 Donation to a public body.
A public body, as defined by GSA for this purpose, means any State, territory or possession of the United States, any political subdivision thereof, the District of Columbia, any agency or instrumentality of any of the foregoing, or any agency of the Federal Government. Property as to which findings of fact have been made, may be donated to a public body.

§ 644.496 Abandonment.
Abandonment, as used herein, has reference to cases where the lessor or a permitter Government agency is unwilling to accept transfer of buildings or improvements in lieu of restoration, but is willing to permit the Department to leave buildings or improvements having no net salvage value on their premises. It is desirable to transfer title of or accountability for improvements having no net salvage value to lessors or permittors instead of obtaining their consent to abandon such improvements. Abandonment as authorized herein will not be a means for dropping accountability or responsibility for maintenance of improvements on non-excess land.

§ 644.497 Destruction.
Disposal by the Corps of Engineers, as authorized in AR 405–90, does not contemplate expenditure of funds for destruction of improvements which have no sale or salvage value. Accordingly, where such improvement have been approved for disposal by the Corps of Engineers, they will be referred back to the appropriate Army of Air Force command for disposal action under AR 405–90 or AFR 87–4 as appropriate. However, improvements with little or no salvage value may be included in the same item with other improvements being offered for sale which are more attractive improvements without an expenditure of Government funds.